The intersection of constraints rule
The early spatiotemporal energy models assumed a unique solution for each Fourier component prior to computing pattern motion; however, an oriented Fourier component moving behind an aperture, such as a neuron's receptive field, has ambiguous motion. The motion of a single component, when viewed through an aperture, may be produced by many different motions of that componentöthis is referred to as thè aperture problem'. Adelson and Movshon (1982) introduced a rule for combining velocity information from Fourier components that solves the aperture problem. Their rule is called the`intersection of constraints' rule (IOC) and is relatively simple. The velocity of two components is plotted in velocity space (see figure 1) . Each component has a speed (represented by the length of the arrow) and a direction (represented by the angle of the arrow). A line perpendicular to the end of each arrow is drawn. This line represents the family of possible solutions to the aperture problem for each component. The point at which two constraint lines (one for each component) intersect provides a unique solution to the pattern motion. The IOC does more than produce a solution to the aperture problem öit relates pattern direction to Fourier component speed and direction, and therefore provides a veridical solution to combining velocity information from Fourier components. Predictions from the IOC rule have been tested and supported (Movshon et al 1985; Stone et al 1990; Burke and Wenderoth 1993; Bowns 1996a ).
Vector average rule
When two Fourier components sharing the same spatial frequency, temporal frequency, contrast, and speed, but with different orientations, are combined to form a plaid, the plaid is generally perceived to move in the IOC direction. A problem arises when components have different speeds. Yo and Wilson (1992) , for example, used stimuli that allowed them to test an alternative method of combining component informationöthe vector average (see also Wilson et al 1992) . The vector-average (VA) solution is shown in figure 1, again with a velocity space diagram. Yo and Wilson (1992) reported that at short durations such plaids, which are referred to as`Type II' plaids (Ferrera and Wilson 1990) , are perceived to move in the VA direction and not in the direction predicted by the IOC. Although Bowns (1996a) showed that this result did not generalise to all Type II plaids at short durations, the original experiment was easily replicated, and must be explained. A Bayesian approach to computing the IOC has shown that, when there is a sufficient level of noise added around the constraint lines, the IOC computation may shift towards the VA direction (Weiss et al 2002 1.3 Squaring/rectification of the two-dimensional pattern As referred to above, a number of motion models include nonlinearities that have the effect of introducing new components that may affect perceived direction. Results have since supported the presence of such additional components. These additional components are referred to as`second-order' components and are not obviously present in the amplitude spectrum of the stimulus, but rather encoded in the relationship between Fourier components. Figure 1c is a two-component plaid and figure 1d is the same plaid squared. Two new components are clearly visible after applying the squaring nonlinearity. The new components move in the directions shown by the arrows. An experiment reported by Derrington et al (1992) illustrates the presence of this type of nonlinearity. If a single sinusoidal component is made to move through half of its cycle, ie a phase shift greater than 1808, it will be perceived to move in the reverse direction. The reason for this is that the nearest corresponding points matched in intensity are in the reversed direction. Derrington et al (1992) argued that if a twocomponent plaid was perceived to reverse at phase shifts less than 1808, such reversals could not be attributed to the Fourier components, but must instead be the result of second-order component motion. They suggested that second-order information could be extracted by squaring the plaid pattern prior to extracting motion. Squaring introduces several salient Fourier components that have different spatial frequencies from those of the first-order components. When the first-order components are made to move a distance of say 1358, or 3/8 of their spatial cycle, this can shift the additional high-frequency component through a phase greater than half of its own spatial cycle that would cause it to be perceived in the reversed direction. Their results supported this hypothesis. However, there is also a lower-frequency component introduced, and results suggest that this is the frequency causing the reversals (Bowns 1996b (Bowns , 2001a (Bowns , 2001b . The two salient frequencies introduced by squaring the stimulus used in the current study are those illustrated in figure 1d . It is argued here that the results supporting the IOC and the VA may be better understood, and possibly unified, in terms of the effects of components introduced by squaring. To test this idea, in this study I will revisit three main results under identical conditions and compare the predictive power from the two combination rules, and what I shall refer to as the`squaring hypothesis'. The three main results are: (i) Type I plaid that is perceived in the IOC direction at short durations Bowns 1996a (ii) Type II plaid that is perceived in the VA direction at short durations Bowns 1996a) . A Type II plaid is a plaid where the IOC direction falls to one side of the component directions and therefore the IOC direction is different from the VA direction. The plaids used in the current study, when squared, had two additional components, one moved in a direction similar to VA and the other moved in a different direction from the IOC or VA. Thus each hypothesis predicted quite different directions. (iii) Type II plaid that is not perceived in the VA direction at short durations (Bowns 1996a) . Again the Type II plaid used in the current study provided distinct predictions for the three hypotheses.
The relationship between predictions from the three hypotheses and perceived motion was precisely controlled by essentially deriving the Type II plaids from a single standard Type I plaid; this was done by changing the speed ratio of the components (see figure 2) . The three hypotheses combined describe all veridical movement in the patterns of the stimuli and therefore facilitate a careful examination of these three basic pattern motion results with minimal change to the veridical stimulus. As can be seen from figure 2, the differences in predictions from the three hypotheses are sufficiently large for the results to be very clear. This is remarkable considering the tiny changes made to generate the different stimuli. Short durations were used throughout to ensure the stability of the percept and to exactly replicate the previous experiments.
2 Method A (see figure 3 ) All stimuli were generated on an Apple Macintosh G4 computer with resolution of 1078 by 768 pixels, and frame rate of 99 Hz. The grey scale was calibrated with an optometer, and linearised with the VideoToolbox software distributed by Pelli (1997) . The plaids were constructed by using two components in cosine phase in the first frame and moved within a circular aperture with a diameter of 3 cm, viewed at 57 cm, giving a subtended viewing angle of 3 deg. Spatial frequency of each component was held constant at 1.33 cycles deg À1 , with 50% contrast. The orientation of the components in the standard stimuli was 2028 for the first component and 2258 for the second component. All other stimuli used were rotated versions of this standard stimulus. Orientation is always specified with reference to the horizontal and increases in anticlockwise direction; thus, for example, a vertical orientation would be 908 [see equation (1) in the Appendix]. The background was maintained at a constant brightness corresponding to the mean luminance of the stimuli. All observations were carried out in a dimly lit room. Observers used a chin-and-head rest to ensure correct observation distance. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Two of the observers were naive with respect to the aims of the experiment.
3 Experiment 1. IOC versus random 3.1 Purpose In this experiment predictions of all hypotheses converged (IOC VA SqHF) and therefore it provided baseline control data, and determined if observers were able to do the task. Note that the direction of the SqLF component was different but this component was static in this condition.
Stimuli
A Type I plaid was used in this experiment. Movement was achieved by shifting the phase of the components in jumps of 408 of their spatial cycle, producing motion in a direction perpendicular and clockwise to the component orientation. The stimuli comprised one stationary frame and two shifted frames. Each frame was displayed for two monitor frame-rate cycles, ie 20.2 ms, giving a total stimulus duration of 60.6 ms. The timing of each frame was controlled by linking it directly to the vertical blanking signal (VBL) produced by the graphics card. Each phase shift moved the stimuli by 0.083 cm, a total displacement of 0.166 cm, giving a speed of 2.74 deg s À1 for both components. The velocity of each component is shown in the velocity space diagram in figure 2a. Predictions for all three hypotheses converged and predicted a direction of 123.58. The Appendix provides the equations used to compute the plaids (1); the squared plaids (2); the orientation and spatial frequency of the two new components (3); the vector average, VA (4); and the intersection of constraints, IOC (5). The higher of the two frequencies (spatial frequency 2X61 deg s À1 ) would be in the same direction as the IOC and VA for this stimulus. This standard stimulus was rotated in steps of 48, providing 90 different stimuli directions. All other properties of the stimuli were as above. Different directions were used to see if the results were consistent regardless of quadrant, and to ensure that observers could not build up some memory of the stimulus direction that might have affected their decision.
3.3 Procedure A fixation point appeared in the centre of the screen for 700 ms. Observers were asked to maintain fixation during the presentation of the moving stimulus. The fixation point disappeared for 100 ms and one of the 90 stimuli appeared for 60.6 ms, and then disappeared. There was a 400 ms gap during which observers were asked to note the direction of movement of the stimulus. A line the length of the radius of the stimulus radiating from the centre appeared for 1000 ms. Observers were given a forced-choice task and asked to respond with an appropriate key if they perceived the stimulus in the`same' or`different' direction. In this experiment the line direction was generated in real time by computing either (i) the IOC for the plaid being displayed or (ii) a random direction. This experiment was used as a control to determine if observers were able to do the task and to provide a set of baseline results for comparison with the other experiments. In any one session, observers were pseudo-randomly presented with one example of each of the 90 stimuli paired with an IOC line and a random line, giving a total of 180 observations per session. The experiment was repeated 10 times providing 10 observations for each unique stimulus/line pair. Observers were unaware of how the line was generated on any trial. Figure 3 illustrates the method.
Results for experiment 1
The results for two observers are shown in figure 4 . The results are plotted in polar coordinates where the angle represents the rotation of the stimulus. Distance from the centre represents the percentage of times observers perceive the stimulus in the direction of a line generated by a specific hypothesis. Each hypothesis is represented by a different type of line. The points have been joined to form lines for clarity. The solid lines show data for the condition when the stimulus was paired with a line generated by the IOC prediction, and the dotted line shows data when the stimulus was paired with a line that was randomly generated. The results show clearly that observers perceive the stimuli much more frequently in the direction predicted by the line generated by the IOC (solid) than by the random line (dotted).
4 Experiment 2. IOC versus VA versus SqLF; Type II plaid predicted to move in the VA direction Bowns 1996a) 4.1 Purpose The purpose here was to directly test predictions from the three hypotheses when they predicted different directions with Type II plaids presented at short duration, and where the Type II plaid was predicted to be perceived in the VA direction.
Stimuli
The stimuli in experiment 2 were identical to those in experiment 1 except that the speed of the second component was changed, converting the stimuli to Type II plaids. A velocity space diagram of the standard stimulus is shown in figure 2b . The speed ratio of the components was 1 X 0X75. This was achieved by changing the phase shift jump of the second component to 308 instead of 408 of the spatial cycle. The speed of the first component remained at 2.74 deg s À1 , and the speed of the second component was changed to 2.06 deg s À1 . All other properties, including short stimulus duration, were identical to those used in experiment 1.
Procedure
In this experiment each of the 90 stimuli was paired with lines predicted by the IOC, VA, and the low-frequency component introduced after squaring the pattern (SqLF). The directions for the standard plaid were IOC 88X438; VA 121X848; SqLF 33X58. The SqHF motion direction 123.58 was practically indistinguishable from the predicted VA direction and was therefore not tested in this experiment. Note the SqLF component does move in this condition, and the predictions were substantially different for all three hypotheses. All obviously remained constant under rotation. During a single session, observers were randomly presented with the 90 stimuli randomly paired with each of the hypothesised lines giving a total of 270 trials per session. Again 10 observations for each unique stimulus/line pair were obtained. The task was the same as in experiment 1.
Results for experiment 2
Results are shown in figure 5 in a similar format to those presented for experiment 1. Data for the two observers show clearly that for this condition observers perceived the stimuli most frequently in the VA/SqHF direction. It is clear that observers rarely perceive the stimuli in the IOC or the SqLF directions. These results eliminate the IOC as a complete explanation of pattern motion. The VA and squaring hypotheses remain able to explain results from experiments 1 and 2.
5 Experiment 3. IOC versus VA versus SqLF; Type II plaid predicted not to move in the VA direction (Bowns 1996a; Weiss et al 2002) 5.1 Purpose The purpose of this experiment was to test predictions from the three hypotheses when they predicted different directions, and where the Type II plaids presented at short duration were predicted to be perceived in a non-VA direction.
Stimuli
The stimuli in experiment 3 were identical to those in experiment 1 except that the speed of the second component was changed, converting the stimuli again to Type II plaids. A velocity space diagram of the standard stimulus is shown in figure 2c . The speed ratio of the components was 1 X 0X45. This was achieved by changing the phase shift jump of the second component to 188 instead of 408 of the spatial cycle. The speed of the first component remained at 2.74 deg s À1 and the speed of the second component was changed to 1.24 deg s À1 . All other properties including stimulus duration were identical to those used in experiments 1 and 2.
Procedure
The directions of the standard plaid were IOC 61X718; VA 119X098; SqLF 33X58. As in experiment 2, the SqHF predicted direction of movement was 123.58, again practically indistinguishable from that of the VA and was therefore not tested separately. In this experiment the tested predictions differed even more, and again remained constant under rotation. During a single session, observers were randomly presented with the 90 stimuli randomly paired with each of the hypothesised lines giving a total of 270 trials per session. Again 10 observations for each unique stimulus/line pair were obtained. The task was the same as in experiments 1 and 2.
Results for experiment 3
Results are shown in figure 6 , again in the same format as for experiment 1. These data show that observers now perceived the stimulus in the SqLF direction. However, they also perceived the stimulus in the IOC direction. It appears that observers can see the stimulus in both the SqLF direction and the IOC direction. This suggests that multiple solutions were simultaneously available and that these could be accessed independently, depending on which line was being tested. These results eliminate VA as a complete explanation.
Discussion of experiments 1^3
The results from experiment 1 show that bringing the hypotheses into the experiment facilitates an accurate and direct measure of the perception of motion direction when using a forced-choice task, while allowing different hypotheses to be tested within the same experiment. There is no doubt that experiment 1 shows that observers perceive the stimulus in the IOC, VA, and SqHF directions at all orientations, and have no difficulty with the task. These results show that if different hypotheses are tested and their predictions are sufficiently different it should be clear which of the hypotheses is correct. This was confirmed in experiment 2 where a Type II plaid was used and the IOC, VA, and SqLF hypotheses differed in their predictions. The SqHF component moved in the same direction as the VA direction for this plaid. The results were again very clear and observers perceived the stimuli to move in the VA direction at all orientations as predicted by Yo and Wilson (1992) . The results of this experiment allow us to eliminate the IOC hypothesis as a complete explanation of pattern motion; however, as the SqHF component moves in the VA direction, the squaring hypothesis cannot be eliminated as a complete explanation. Results from experiment 3 show that, when a Type II plaid had a different speed ratio of 1 X 0X45, observers did not perceive it in the VA direction. Experiment 3 therefore eliminates the VA hypothesis as a complete explanation. It appears that, so far, the squaring hypothesis is able to predict most of the results; however, there is no component introduced by squaring that moves in the IOC direction in experiment 3. The squaring hypothesis predicts that perceived motion direction should remain invariant under rotation. It was not possible to know if observers in the previous experiments perceived the stimuli to move in exactly the motion direction described by the line, ie there could have been some criterion bias. Given the separation of the predictions tested in experiments 2 and 3 this would have been unlikely to change the results. However, as the perceived directions had been determined for each stimulus, it was possible to measure the bias directly. Provided criterion bias was low the bias would be minimal and direction unspecific for the control stimulus used in experiment 1.
7 Experiment 4. Control bias (Method B, see figure 3) 7.1 Purpose The purpose of this experiment was to control for criterion bias.
Stimuli
Generation of the stimuli was identical to that used in method A except that a smaller number of directions were used so that psychometric functions could be determined. The speed ratio was identical to that used in experiment 1. Therefore each component had a speed of 2.74 deg s À1 , ie the plaids were of Type I, and the lines were anticlockwise or clockwise relative to the predictions of IOC, VA, and SqHF. Only 4 different stimuli were used in this experiment. The stimuli were rotated versions of the standard stimuli used in experiment 1 so that they moved in one of the four quadrants of a circle and in oblique directions.
Procedure
The procedure was similar to that used in the previous experiments with several important changes. The line generated was randomly clockwise or anticlockwise with respect to the hypothesised line direction, rather than in the direction predicted by the hypothesis. The task was modified: observers had to say whether or not the line was clockwise or anticlockwise with respect to the motion direction perceived in the stimulus. Observers were presented with 3 examples of each stimulus paired with a line 208, 158, 108, 58 clockwise or anticlockwise in a single session. There were 6 sessions providing 18 observations per stimulus/line pair. Figure 3 illustrates method B.
Results for experiment 4
The percentages of clockwise responses were plotted against the orientation of the line paired with the stimulus. The orientation of the line was clockwise or anticlockwise with respect to the hypothesis being tested. A Weibull function was fitted to the data. The sign and magnitude of the bias were extracted by using the point of subjective equality, ie the 50% point. Figure 7 shows bias for two observers for the IOC test line for 4 stimuli with speed ratio 1 X 1. The predictions for all three hypotheses were identical for these stimuli. All stimuli were rotated versions of the standard so relative predictions remained constant. Positive bias indicates a bias in the clockwise direction, and negative bias indicates a bias in the anticlockwise direction. Observer CS shows hardly any bias and for observer HO bias was predominantly less than 58. The direction of bias was random in both cases. This confirmed that the task used in experiment 1 provided a good measure of perceived direction and that criterion bias was minimal.
8 General discussion and summary The results of experiment 1 for plaids with a speed ratio of 1 X 1 (Type I) were predicted by all hypotheses and therefore did not eliminate any of them. Type I plaids provided a sound baseline for further investigation but did not discriminate among the hypotheses. Experiment 2 eliminates the IOC as a candidate as a complete explanation because the results showed that observers perceived the plaids with a speed ratio of 1 X 0X75 in the VA direction and not in the IOC direction. As the VA direction predicted the same direction as the SqHF component, the squaring hypothesis was not eliminated by experiment 2. Experiment 3 did eliminate the VA as a complete explanation because the results showed that observers perceived plaids with a ratio of 1 X 0X45 either in the IOC or SqLF direction. The VA rule was investigated by Yo and Wilson (1992) in the context of the model proposed by Wilson et al (1992) . As noted above, in this model squaring was also applied to the pattern to extract features. However, Yo and Wilson (1992) claimed that, at short durations, patterns were predicted to move in the VA direction, and only after long durations (around 200 ms) would other information from squaring be combined to compute direction. Results from experiment 3 therefore have important implications for the development of the Wilson et al (1992) model. One very interesting aspect of the results for experiment 3 was that the three observers varied in terms of when they perceived the IOC or the SqLF direction. For example, observer HO appeared to favour the SqLF direction, CS appeared more biased towards the IOC, and LB's and HO's biases appeared to be dependent on rotation. The stimuli used never appeared transparent, the motion was always rigid and yet two quite different solutions were perceived. This suggests that observers have simultaneous access to both solutions at these short durations and that their responses reflect how salient each solution was at a particular time and under a particular condition. This in turn appeared to be determined by the observer's individual sensitivity. Differences in sensitivity for motion direction, temporal or spatial frequency may bias one solution over another.
Performance overall is therefore best described by the squaring hypothesis. However, this is not a complete explanation because there was no energy moving in the IOC direction. Ideally a model that incorporates both squaring and the IOC would best predict the results obtained here. The only model that currently does this explicitly is that of Simoncelli and Heeger (1998) ösee also Bowns's (2002) implementation of the IOC using component-level features that essentially have the effect of incorporating squaring information. Both models are also consistent with the result in experiment 3 where observers were able to perceive exactly the same stimuli in different directions. Figure 7 . Results for two observers for experiment 4. The abscissa describes the rotation of the 4 stimuli. Positive bias indicates a bias in the clockwise direction, and negative bias indicates a bias in the anticlockwise direction. There is no evidence for a systematic bias and the magnitude of the bias is predominantly less than 58 for both observers. Alais (2002, 2006 ) also support multiple solutions by showing that, when observers adapted to one solution, say the VA, they perceived the IOC solution, and vice versa.
